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A end of term note from the TY Team
As Christmas is now on the horizon, we can take a little time to reflect upon Term One of TY
2021 - 2022. Immediately we recognise the resilience of this group of students who have
progressed so well in times of great uncertainty. The striking feature of the group is the
ability to make the best of every situation, even when plans change and expectations are
dashed.
Thankfully, the group haven’t had too many changes from the TY programme. They are
enjoying a rich PE programme, they are in the process of completing a number of hikes, and
they have produced and partaken in a fantastic Fashion Show. At present they are beginning
to prepare for our upcoming drama production. We have also conducted our TY interviews
with the help of volunteers from the parent body, our thanks to all involved.
Throughout the term, our students have identified and worked on developing learning skills
which will help with future studies and the students have excelled in developing electronic
portfolios of learning using Microsoft OneNote. We will continue to support this work in the
new year with our partners in Limerick Education Centre. Though the Education Centre we
are engaging in the Learning School Project as part of our school improvement planning.
At this stage, we would like to thank our students for their cooperation and we applaud our
students for their refreshing attitude and strong work ethic. We wish all a peaceful and safe
Christmas break and hopefully a well-earned rest. Our TY tutors and teachers also deserve
great credit for all their endeavours throughout the term.
We look forward to the rest of the school year and have every confidence this group of
students will maximise their experience in the months ahead.

Fashion Show
The Fashion Show took place on December 6th in the Radisson Blu Hotel under the direction of Hilary
Thompson. It was a brilliant night and thoroughly enjoyed by all. We will send a link to the recording
of the Show in January.

TY Drama
Preparation for this year’s TY drama, The Miser by Molière adapted by Ann Blake, will keep
the students very busy, throughout January and until the final curtain comes down on
February 5th 2022. A hint of what is to come...
Harpagon is one of the richest men in Paris but is also one of the meanest, he is paranoid and
miserly. His son, Christoph, loves his neighbour Marianne, and Elise loves the servant Pierre
but Harpagon has other miserable plans for both of them. With an entertaining array of
characters of storytellers, police, servants, brokers and nobles, The Miser tells a story of
conflict, theft and, most importantly, love.

Communication on MS Teams
Students are engaging very well with TY 2021-22, the special Team on Microsoft Teams
for our TY Year group. This group is an electronic noticeboard and we ask students to
check it frequently. Parents should also keep an eye on happenings here as this is the
platform we use to share information with students.

TY Subject Sampling
Students are busy in the middle of the second sampling session with lots of great work going
on.

Maths
In Transition Year Maths, the students have been
strengthening their algebra skills in preparation for their
Leaving Certificate or IBDP.
Algebra is a fundamental tool at Senior Cycle and it is
important that students are particularly comfortable with
using it in different contexts.
In addition to this, they have explored the concepts of coordinate geometry.
In the next term, students will have the opportunity to
enhance their problem-solving skills through the
application of real world problems.
Happy Christmas to all from the Maths Department.

TY Gaeilge / Irish Cultural Studies
One of the highlights has been when Ms. Warde’s
TY Irish class and Mr. Barrett’s TY Irish Cultural
Studies class combined to play a game of “Biongó”
as Gaeilge. In preparation for Bingo, our TY Irish
class taught our international students how to
count to twenty ‘as Gaeilge’. Our winners received
a little prize; congratulations to Laura Koenig,
Clara Dalsgaard and Nancy Ihezuo.

Science
TY students have been doing some great work in Science. They looked at food nutrition and
caught all of our attention when they created a ‘rethinking your drink’ campaign to raise
awareness of sugar levels in common drinks. These posters are hanging in Science Block.

Under the microscope, they examined organ cells such as tongue, liver, lung, pancreas, heart
and skin cell.
Students also created some fabulous online posters on breathing system diseases to create
awareness when we were studying the breathing system. They also carried out an
investigation to examine if lung capacity was affected by height, using balloons.
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TY Science students have also been involved in Science Week creating ‘elephant toothpaste’
and the reaction from a mix of coke and mentos.

Elephant Toothpaste –
preparation

Elephant toothpaste
production / bubbling up

Reaction between coke and
mentos

MFL – Chinese / French / German / Italian / Japanese / Spanish
MFL teachers and students enjoyed the #ThinkLanguages activities and we are grateful to
Languages Connect for all the wonderful resources. Students participated in quizzes,
exploration of future careers in languages and heard from our past students’ experience of

ERASMUS in Valencia on Spain’s Mediterranean coast and doing UL’s co-op in Buenos Aires
in far-flung Argentina.
In French, students are developing digital competency as they produce a short Vlog (video
review) of the French Film, La Haine.

Music
A few photos of two incredibly talented TY students, Sophie Moloney and Lucia Murphy,
who gave so much of their time and talent this term. They performed at the Remembrance
Service, the Christmas Concert and the Carol Service. They are so talented but also so
obliging, dedicated, hard working and committed to music in Villiers. We are so very proud
of them.

Modules
We are currently surveying students on their choice of modules to take from January to
May; meanwhile, see below for some news from our modules!
Active Schools
So far this year our Active School class
has been looking at contemporary
issues relating to physical activity
participation. Staring with ethics,
students looked at an array of topics
including PED (performance enhancing
drugs) use, social movements in sport
and covered a range of case studies
including the 1995 rugby world cup in
South Africa. they then held a vigorous
class debate on whether the Thiery Henry handball incident was gamesmanship or deviance.
This term, students have been exploring physical activity and inclusion. Inspired by the
Netflix Documentary, Rising Phoenix, students have been focusing on the Paralympics and
have had the opportunity to engage in games such as goal ball. They have also researched
barriers to physical activity and current physical activity provisions in Ireland based on
inclusion. (A special thanks to TY student Clara Dalsgaard who produced the graphic.)

Enterprise
The Enterprise class have spent much of the term developing a number of their mini
companies. The class has developed ideas, worked on branding/social media exposure and
many businesses have already developed their prototypes!
Keep an eye out in the new year for companies selling products such as baked goods, phone
case charms and album cover picture frames, to name but a few!

Environment – a year-long module
As part of work of the Green Schools’ committee, the TY Environment students went on a
Biodiversity trip to Dublin Zoo on November 15th . They particularly enjoyed the

conservation talk. The Zoo gave an excellent tour of many different animals at risk of
extinction and informed the students of all they are doing to try to prevent this.

The group also raised €270 on their Christmas Hamper raffle, which will fund our Biodiversity
Villiers trail. This will include ten animal habitats, as well as outdoor picture frames giving
information on each habitat. We bought fabulous insect hotels, butterfly houses, hedgehog
habitats, squirrel boxes etc. and fifteen outdoor frames. TY students Hugh McConville and
Franz Dach are working with Mr. Browne, Damien Franks and Dmitri Stankevicius on a
project to make ten permanent tree identification fixtures, which will also be included in our
Biodiversity trail. With the remaining funds we have bought some goats and chickens from
the Concern website to help people less fortunate than ourselves.
Leadership for life: Foróige
This year's Foróige class have been making great strides in achieving their leadership goals,
which were set out at the start of the year. We started the year by signing a class contract
where we agreed to show respect and maturity throughout the leadership journey. Games
such as “murder mystery” and “team jigsaw” have seen students display excellent teamwork
and communication skills. At the end of each session, students have been reflecting on both
things that went well and things which they would like to improve. The engagement with
this reflection process is where students have been recognising key leadership skills that are
developing.

Mock Interviews
The mock interview is an annual feature of our TYP where we ask volunteers from the
parent body, the business community and the Villiers’ Alumni to give their time and
expertise. We conducted these interviews online last year, but this year we were able to
return to face-to-face interviews safely, following the HSE guidelines and using the School’s
Sports Hall. We would like to extend a deep thanks the volunteers and the students for a
very successful day. We must extend a special thanks to our WSC (Work, School,
College/Careers) teachers who developed the necessary skills for the students, including CV
preparation, job applications and interview preparation.

Those nervous moments waiting for
the interview.

Interview in progress; doing very
well!

Interview in progress, all going well!

Outdoor Pursuits

Our TY students split into two groups on Thursday December 16th so that we could safely
part-take in two Outdoor Pursuits events. One group participated on in Villiers' annual
Orienteering trip to Curraghchase ,while the other group went Biking in the West Limerick
Greenway.
Eleven teams competed on the 10 km orienteering course around the forest park with the
team of John Bell, Hugh McConville and Max Sheehan winning OneforAll vouchers for their
efforts. The School treated all students to an outdoor lunch, prepared by The Bucket,
Ferrybridge. The remaining TYs will complete the course early in the New Year, with the
fastest team over the two days winning the coveted Villiers Orienteering Trophy to go with
their vouchers. Well done to all participants! We must mention a special thanks to Mr.
Hanna and Mr. Gray who were spotted in Curraghchase at 7am laying the markers before
students’ arrival. They didn’t have to walk the 10 km, they do this job by bike; smart men!
The second group went biking on the Greenway where they cycled 13 km from Abbeyfeale
to Barnagh along the newly opened West Limerick Greenway which follows the old Limerick

to Tralee railway line. The group then stopped for lunch, courtesy of the School, in the
Platform 22 Café, before cycling back to Abbeyfeale.

Work Experience
Thetwo weeks immediately prior to the February mid-term break are set aside for Work
Experience. Most students have already secured a position/s. We ask the remainder of
students to secure their work experience, either physically in a work setting or virtually as
soon as possible. Students participating in the TY Ski Trip will be required to complete just
one week of work experience, but may complete a second week during holiday time, should
they wish to do this.

Advance Notice
Drama:

Dance Limerick

February 7th to February 18th 2022

TY Work Experience:
Outdoor Pursuits:

Thursday February 4th 2022 and
Friday February 5th 2022

Orienteering & Biking

March 1st 2022

